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The Age Old Problem with Arson
Face it, high among the frustrating situations arson investigators
face is knowing who set a fire and how it was set, but lacking the quality evidence needed to pursue criminal charges or to deny a fraudulent
insurance claim.
It’s an old, but probably true, cliché that arson is the easiest crime
to commit but the most difficult to solve. The arsonist usually works
under cover of darkness, chooses the time of attack to minimize contact, usually gains entry through an entryway hidden from view, concocts a half-baked alibi that will stand up to a half-baked investigation
and relies on the fire itself to destroy evidence of any link to the crime
scene.
These strategies have worked distressingly well. According to the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), arson has had the lowest clearance (arrest) rate of the eight major felonies measured by the Uniform
Crime Reports with only approximately 2% of all known incendiary
fires resulting in the conviction of a perpetrator for the crime of arson
(Hall, 1995).
Taking a cue from television police dramas, today’s trial courts
and juries often demand physical and circumstantial evidence that positively links a suspect to a crime scene before they will deliver a verdict
to convict. This unequivocal level of DNA-like forensic evidence has
been historically hard to come by in arson investigation cases. However, this may be about to change.
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A proven technology used in the petroleum industry and in basic
science called Gas Chromatography/Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry
(GC/IRMS) may become the next quantum leap for arson investigation. If GC/IRMS passes scientific and legal muster, it promises to
take the public safety and insurance fraud effort to fight arson to an
entirely new and more sophisticated level.

Traditional Method of Arson Debris Analysis
In modern forensic laboratories, trace analysis of fire-debris
samples for ignitable liquid residue is typically performed by structural or, “organic” gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GCMS).
Using such equipment, forensic scientists can determine a sample’s
compound structure and relative concentrations and then identify or
“fingerprint” specific organic compounds. These fingerprints, in turn,
can be identified as specific classes of petroleum products by forensic
chemists. In short, GCMS allows investigators to identify the type of
accelerant used by an arsonist to ignite a fire.

New Method: GC/IRMS
Based on experience gained from the petroleum and pharmaceutical industries and a preliminary study of the stable carbon isotopic
analyses from a number of controlled fire experiments, GC/IRMS technology promises to take the investigation a crucial step further by positively linking the accelerant from fire debris to accelerant identified in
samples of the suspected arsonist’s containers or clothing.
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The GC/IRMS takes advantage of other types of tracers contained
within the same analyte compounds, but which is not evaluated by
structural GCMS, called stable isotopes. Taking experience gained
from the petroleum and pharmaceutical industries and a preliminary
study of the stable (carbon) isotope analysis from a number of controlled fire experiments, we demonstrate the potential for this type of
analysis to link fire debris samples to accelerant samples from the container or clothes of a suspected arsonist. While we focus on carbon
isotopes here, stable hydrogen isotopic composition also holds excellent promise as tracers of arson-related accelerants.
As the name of the instrument indicates, the gas chromatography/
isotope-ratio mass spectrometer, the associated technique separates
individual compounds by gas chromatography, combusts them into
carbon dioxide peaks, and measures the isotopic composition of the
resultant carbon dioxide peaks with a very precise isotope-ratio mass
spectrometer (Fig. 1). The precisely measured isotopic values can be
used as “isotopic fingerprints” for a variety of purposes.

accelerant found on the clothing of a suspected arsonist would make
an extremely strong case.

Examples of the Types of Cases where GC-IRMS May Help
1. A business owner facing imminent bankruptcy lets himself into
the rear door of his shop during pre-dawn hours. He pours gasoline on
his business records, office furniture, and flooring and over goods in
cardboard boxes in the warehouse on his way out. The ensuing fire
destroys the building but investigators successfully recover ignitable
liquid samples that help establish the arson. Further examination of
the samples by GC/IRMS positively link the accelerant residue from
the scene with evaporated gasoline residue found on the suspect’s shoes
and trousers, to the gas container seized from his vehicle and even to a
specific gasoline station where investigators can prove he purchased
gasoline before the fire.

2. A disgruntled employee brings a pint container of paint thinner
into a basement storage room at work and sprays it onto upholstered
chairs and carpeting before setting the
hotel on fire. The container, later recovCO2
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3. A large textile mill that had
been
converted
for use by a dozen indeStandby
Nafion or
IsoPrime
pendent small businesses sustains a seValve
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rious fire. Subsequent investigation reWater Trap
veals that an employee of one of the
(Figure 1) A schematic diagram of a Micromass IsoPrime gas chromatograph/stable isotope-ratio mass
businesses that manufactured custom
spectrometer (GC/IRMS; www.micromass.co.uk). The three major components include: (i) a gas chromatopaint had improperly disposed of a galgraph where organic compounds are separated into individual peaks, (ii) a high-temperature (~900°C) comlon of a paint-contaminated petroleumbustion oven where individual chromatograph peaks are combusted into CO 2 and H20, and (iii) an isotopebased solvent by putting it into the buildratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) where the resulting 13CO2 an 12CO2 are separated and measured to give
isotopic ratios for individual compounds.
ing trash compactor designed for disposal of paper waste. GC/IRMS analysis positively links this residue
with unique samples taken from the company’s off-site stock.
The original and most significant purpose for such molecular isotope data was for tracing petroleum migration between subsurface resThe Basics
ervoirs for the oil industry. In this application, billions of dollars of oil
drilling decisions have been made on the basis of GC/IRMS data. A
The GC/IRMS method relies on identification of special types of
number of pharmaceutical companies are presently in a late research
and development phase assessing the utility of stable isotopic “finger- elemental subspecies called “stable isotopes” (molecular-weight variprinting” of their pharmaceutical products (e.g., Jasper et al., 2001). ants of common elements; also see definition below) in samples sent
Review of test data has convinced experts from the field that this method for laboratory analysis. A quick review of some basic chemistry would
will provide them with a way of proving the source of counterfeit drugs be helpful at this point.
by showing that they cannot have come from the actual manufacturer
The Basics
whose set of isotopic fingerprints are already known. Recently at an
international Pharmaceutical Anti-counterfeiting Solutions meeting in ● All physical matter is made up of atoms.
Washington, DC, a US Food and Drug Administration official, acknowl- ● All atoms are composed of combinations of three
basic particles: protons (+ charge), electrons
edging the likely utility of stable-isotopic fingerprinting, noted that he
(- charge) and neutrons (no charge). The number of
would “expect and accept” the very fine-scale isotopic variations that
each type of particle present in the atomic structure
have been observed in pharmaceutical studies.
of an element results in physical and chemical
properties that are unique to that element.
For the first time, GC/IRMS technology promises to provide fire
● An element is defined as a pure substance that
and arson investigators with the ability to link together, with DNA-like
cannot be decomposed into simpler substances by
specificity, (i) ignitable liquid accelerant residue recovered from burned
ordinary (non-nuclear) chemical means.
flooring, (ii) partially-evaporated ignitable liquid accelerant residue
from the arsonist’s clothing, and (iii) the neat (i.e., “pure” or “unadulterated”) liquid remaining in the accelerant container. Linkage of a
specific accelerant at a fire scene to the accelerant in a container and
Gas Chromatograph
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Most substances are combinations of atoms
into molecules or compounds. For example,
nearly all ignitable liquids (accelerants) are
mixtures of low (<150 atomic mass units)
molecular weight compounds that are typically
composed of combinations of two-to-three
elements: hydrogen, carbon, and sometimes
oxygen.
Molecule—The smallest particle of a pure
substance (or, compound) that can exist and still
retain the physical and chemical properties of the
substance, such as H2 O.
Stable isotopes of the same element have the
same chemical properties but slightly different
physical properties—notably, their mass, which
is determined by the variable number of
neutrons.
The compositions of protons, neutrons, and
electrons are the same between different
elements. The number of each type of sub-atomic
particle in an atom’s structure determines the
physical and chemical properties that vary from
one element (or, one isotope) to the next. For
example, the composition of the individual
protons and neutrons in helium and gold are
identical, but the number of each present largely
determines the structure of the atom and its
chemical properties.
The masses of atoms of a given element change
as the number of neutrons change, so that certain
elements can have more than one isotope.
An isotope of a given element (e.g., carbon,
hydrogen, nitrogen etc.) is determined by its
number of protons and neutrons, thus specific
isotopes can be considered as individual
“species” of one element with a slightly different
mass that causes it to have slightly different
chemical behavior.
How isotopes are formed. All matter [i.e., stable
isotopes and the parents of radioactive
(“unstable”) isotopes] was formed at the origin of
the Universe (“the Big Bang”) about 4.5 billion
years ago. This matter has dispersed to form
planets and all of their physical components.
For perspective, there are 112 elements known so
far, 62 of which have a total of 252 stable
isotopes. For general purposes, one can infer that
every pair of stable isotopes could be used as a
tracer of chemical processes and/or chemical
identity.

Stable Isotopes
What are stable isotopes? Simply put, they are non-radioactive
elements. More pointedly, the term stable isotope refers to a given
atom’s mass. While the number of protons defines an element [e.g.,
carbon (6) vs. nitrogen (7) vs. hydrogen (1)], the number of neutrons
defines which isotope (i.e., of which mass) of the element is being
referred to. As a most relevant example for present purposes, carbon12 (denoted 12C) has six protons and six neutrons. The addition of one
more neutron makes 13C. For reference, 12C comprises 98.89% of all
naturally occurring carbon and 13C comprises 1.11%.
To be useful as a tracer, one needs a pair of isotopes (e.g., 12C and
C) to form a ratio (viz., 13C/12 C). (For perspective, note that the
irmGCMS averages the 13C/12C ratios of enormous numbers of individual 12CO 2 and 13CO2 molecules to produce a single isotopic ratio.)
The variation in that ratio is the tracer of interest here. As you will see,
13
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a typical petroleum-derived accelerant has tens of individual compounds
each with tens of individually-measurable isotopic ratios intrinsic to
them, yielding highly-specific tracers. Fortunately, the ratio of these
and other isotopes are highly variable in nature. That variation—caused
by a number of processes—yields a wide variety in the isotopic compositions of individual compounds in given samples.

How This Technology was Developed
The main line of the history of online isotope organic chemistry
extends back to a late 1980s joint venture in which the basic science
(biogeochemistry) community, the petroleum industry, and a major
instrument firm cooperated to solve an important problem (Fig. 2; Hayes

(Figure 2) Professor John M. Hayes, now the Director of the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution’s Accelerator Mass Spectrometry Laboratory,
pioneered the development of the gas chromatograph/isotope-ratio mass
spectrometer (GC/IRMS) largely in the late 1980s in a collaboration between
basic science (biogeochemistry at Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana) and industry (Chevron Oil and Finnigan Instruments).

et al., 1990; Freedman et al., 1998). The problem was imaging and
quantifying the migration of petroleum in subsurface geological formations. Decades’ worth of GCMS data could not provide the resolution that scientists needed to positively differentiate one petroleum
source from another. From earlier offline analyses of light hydrocarbon gases, geochemists inferred that higher molecular-weight hydrocarbons should also reveal highly-specific isotopic compositions that
have been used in the search for petroleum. This same technology is
now being employed to fingerprint accelerant gasoline samples in experiments described in the associated web pages.

Specificity
The specificity of the combined isotopic fingerprint of a number
of molecular isotopic analyses can be compared to the number of combinations on a combination lock. Consider a combination lock (or slot
machine) with 4 tumblers each of which has 10 numbers. Then, that
lock (or slot machine) has 104—or, 10,000 combinations (or possibilities).
Most ignitable liquids used as fire accelerants contain a complex
mixture of 50-100 or more individual compounds that can be chromatographically separated (e.g., Smallwood et al., 2001 and refs.
therein). With that, one can combine the specificities of even a few of
the compounds from an accelerant analysis to generate an estimate of
the overall specificity. For example, if one measures the carbon isotopic composition (δ 13C) of only five compounds, with each compound
having 67 significantly different isotopic variations, the combined specificity would be ~(1/67)5, or ~1 in 1.4 billion – on the scale of the specificity of DNA analysis. That is, to a first-order estimate, there would
be only about a 1-in-1.4 billion chance that a random accelerant sample
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(say, gasoline from another gas station etc.) would be identical to that
associated with a given arson event.

Status of the Technique
Molecular isotope mass spectrometry (via GC/IRMS) is in a midresearch-and-development phase for applications to solving cases of
arson. The GC/IRMS instrument has been commercially-available for
approximately ten years with many techniques evolved for the analysis of petroleum-based hydrocarbons. Preliminary fire experiments
indicate high specificity in identifying original accelerants, with degrading specificity under conditions of increasing combustion (from
0% up to 90% evaporation).
We would like to partner with the proper organizations (e.g., insurance companies, government etc.) to refine the molecular-isotopic
analysis of fire-debris accelerant to test the limits of this technique as a
method for solving arson cases. The application and use of the molecular isotopic technique described in this article is subject to a US
pending patent and patent applications in the other G8 countries and in
Australia.

Conclusion
Molecular isotope analysis, typically performed on a GC/IRMS,
will require further scientific testing and peer review before the courts
will accept it as evidence in arson cases, as they have in cases of food
adulteration and in athletic doping. The GC/IRMS method as applied
to arson is in a relatively early stage, but initial experiments are promAcknowledgements. A presentation on the acuity of accelerant–detecting dogs by Mr. Jim Butterworth of Detector Canines of Connecticut interested Dr. Jasper’s in the potential for molecular isotopic tracers of arson. Mr. Corry’s contributions to this article do not constitute
and should not imply any endorsement of the described technology or
its owners by Mr. Corry or American Re.
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